The portable TP-50 Tripod supports the PA920 PA Series. Simple to set up and light enough to easily transport, it’s made with mar-resistant powder-coated over thick aluminum tubing for durability. Once fully unfolded, the heavy-duty TP-50 has an extra-wide footprint for additional stability.

**TP-50 Features**

- Threaded, triangle shaped, tension-adjustable knob for quick and easy height adjustments
- Beefy 1-3/8” aluminum tubing withstands repeated use
- Supplemental cotter-pin gives additional reinforcement
- Stability assured with wide stance 40” triangle *(measured from tripod leg tip to tripod leg tip)*
- Pre-drilled center post for quick & easy height adjustment
- Maximum height adjustment 74” for optimum projection

**Specifications**

- **Weight**
  - Capacity Safety weight of 100 pounds
- **Tubing**
  - 1-3/8” aluminum, with protective plastic end tips to prevent marking
- **Knob**
  - Triangle shaped, high-impact ABS plastic for durability and safety
- **Weight**
  - 6 pounds, shipping weight 7 lbs.
- **Dimensions:**
  - Folded: 44”L x 5”W x 5”H
  - Unfolded: Minimum height 43”
  - Maximum height 74”
- **Footprint**
  - 40” triangle *(measured from tripod leg tip to tripod leg tip)*
- **Warranty**
  - 1 year from purchase date
- **Optional Carry Bag**
  - (C-TP50) Double-handed Cordura Nylon bag with top flap zipper access, roomy enough to carry two tripods

Shown with PA920 not included